User experience design
We create and deliver delightful, intelligent and eﬀective design solutions to
organizations around the world. Our design interventions enlighten, inspire and
provoke businesses to ﬁnd their own next best innovation.
Mindtree's Experience Design Group (EDG) is an eclectic

varied and fresh perspectives. This, in turn, enables business

group of designers. This includes interaction, new media,

to oﬀer the most nimble, eﬀective and pleasant experience

industrial and visual researchers, information architects,

to their users and audience. We address the needs and

artists and psychologists. This helps us approach business

aspirations of the end users and positively impact

strategic scenarios from diﬀerent paradigms, bringing in

perceptions, brand value, market share and customer loyalty.

Our design oﬀerings include:
Enterprise applications & collaboration, portal mobile

User experience consulting

apps & sites, digital marketing and e-Commerce

Our services
Research

Synthesis

Design

Develop

User research

Card sorting

Wireframes

High ﬁdelity prototypes

Competitive benchmarking

Information architecture

Visual design concepts

HTML development

Stakeholder interviews

Detailed task ﬂows

UX guidelines

Field studies

Sketches

Design validation

Existing UI evaluation

Cross channel designs

UXI Implementation
roadmap

Experience goals

Interaction design

Product framework

Personas
Usage scenarios

We know your customer

Research and assessment

We ﬁrst collect, analyze and research data. Only then

User research

do we start relating and connecting the dots. New

Competitive benchmarking

patterns and stories emerge. They become the

Product framework

breeding ground for new conversations and ideas. We
map them to a perceivable format _ a bird’s eye view.

Usability assessment

Then we share them with all stake holders, to validate
them and create a spring board to our concepts.

We design experiences

User Experience Design

True innovation requires more than just an idea; it

Interaction design

requires deep insights, close collaboration and

Information architecture

coordinated execution. Our mature methods and

Mobility data visualization

processes help us create smart ideas which delight

Cross channel experiences design

both our customers and their end consumers.

We articulate imagination

Creative

Far from being just pretty decorations, visual design

Visual design

dictates relationships, organization and interactions.

Style guides

We help our customers establish UX and UI design
standards for progressively running programs
to achieve design consistency across products.

About Mindtree
Mindtree is a global information technology solutions company with revenues of over USD 400 million. Our team of 11,000+ experts engineer
meaningful technology solutions to help businesses and societies ﬂourish. We enable our customers to achieve competitive advantage through
ﬂexible and global delivery models, agile methodologies and expert frameworks.
www.mindtree.com

